KIM NOBLE | CAMPO

LULLABY FOR SCAVENGERS
After Kim Noble Will Die and You’re Not Alone, Kim Noble is currently working on a new
solo performance within his trilogy on loneliness and friendship. In Lullaby for
Scavengers a fox and a dead yet singing squirrel are Kim Noble’s new accomplices in his
search for ways of survival. How do you fit into a world that doesn’t necessarily want you?
Who will help us navigate the rest of our time here? What have we learnt about our being
human to pass on to the next generation? And how do you cope when there are rodents
in your ceiling?
This new creation will be released through a series of try-out performances taking place
in the course of autumn and winter 2021
by & with Kim Noble dramaturgy Pol Heyvaert technical Koen Goossens, Korneel Coessens,
Seppe Brouckaert, Saul Mombaerts & Squirrel music DEEWEE production CAMPO Gent
coproduction Schauspiel Leipzig, Kampnagel Internationales Sommerfestival Hamburg &
Festival actoral (Marseille) special thanks to Jeroen Vandesande, Toon Maillard, Michiel Tilley &
my mum

first public presentations

13, 14, 15 Aug 2020: Hamburg (DE) Kampnagel International Summer Festival
7 & 8 Sept 2021: Chur (CH) Theater Chur
25 & 26 Sept 2021: Marseille (FR) festival Actoral
15 & 16 Oct 2021: Amsterdam (NL) Frascati
4, 5 & 6 Nov 2021: Munich (DE) Spielart
20 & 21 Jan 2022: Gent (BE) Ghent International Festival in CAMPO
upcoming shows in Manchester, London, Leipzig, Prague, Rakvere, Düsseldorf, Warsaw: www.campo.nu

“And although much of this unique
human-animal-love-collage of small
films and live performance may seem
disturbing at first glance, there’s a
dreamily tender and completely
serious utopia behind it: what if it
does work after all, together?”
taz.de, 17.08.2020

Q&A with Kim Noble and Squirrel,
from their show in Hamburg.
Kim: Have you ever been to Hamburg?
Squirrel: No.
Kim: What are you most looking forward to
about going to Hamburg?
Squirrel: I’m not looking forward to it at all.
Kim: Oh sorry to hear that... are you nervous
about the show...
Squirrel: A bit. Do they have trees in Hamburg?
Kim: I don’t know. Perhaps we should have
included it in the technical rider...
Squirrel: What? You didn’t ask for a tree for me.
Kim: No… I asked for a video switcher and a
decent microphone and a big projector but that’s
about it.
Squirrel: You selfish wanker.

Kim Noble is a professional cleaner and Performance Artist. He is based in London. He
charges 10 Euro/hour for his cleaning services. If you’d like to book him to clean your
toilet, whilst he is in Hamburg then email him on Kim_noble@hotmail.com.
Squirrel is a Squirrel Based in London. She is a grey Squirrel.

Kim Noble is an award winning comedic
performance and video artist. His multidisciplined approach has led him to work
across theatre, TV, film, art and comedy.
Kim’s work uses a provocative and humorous
style to expose the human condition: notions of
death, sexuality, gender and religion are picked
at with dry comedic use of tragedy meshed
with absurdity. He has a girl’s name and no
longer smells of wee.
He was one half of Perrier Award-winning,
BAFTA-nominated experimental art-comedy
duo Noble and Silver.
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Total Theatre Award 2014 forYou’re Not Alone.
B&Q employee of the Month February 2014 (unofficial)
writing/co-directing a Channel 4 series,
appearances in Garth Meringues Dark place, The Boosh, Noel Fieldings Luxury
comedy
Kim Noble Will Die performed Globally & in Wolverhampton
Guest professor at Akademie der Bildenden Künste München
Regular workshops/tutor in video and art
Animations for BBC
2000 best new comer award Edinburgh festival
2010 Award for innovation in comedy
Ongoing art exhibitions
Regular writings for various publications
mentoring and dramaturg on various shows
Wild Life FM, a radio performance show with Pol Heyvaert & Jakob Ampe
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